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CS21003 Algorithms I, Autumn 2012-ll 

Mid-semester Test 

Maximum marks: 34 Time: 25-Sep-2012 Duration: 2 hours 

Roll no: ----------
Name: ________________________________________ _ 

[ Write your answers in the question paper itself. Be brief and precise. Answer all questions. ] 

I 

1. Write brief answers (one or two sentences each) to the following six parts. 

(a) Suppose that the running time T( n) of a recursive algorithm is an increasing function of the input size 
n, and satisfies the recurrence T(n) = 10T(n/3) + 8(n2 ) whenever n is a power of three. Find T(n) as 
8(f(n)) for some simple function f(n). 

(b) What is the minimun1-number of nodes in an AVL tree of height three? 

(c) What is the maximum number of nodes in an AVL tree of height three? 

SoY'l-eJt 
(d) You are given a¥ array A of size n. For simplicity, assume that n is a power of three. You want to 
find whether a value a is P!esent in A. You first compute the two indices Ai1 = n/3 .~nd Af2 = 2nj3. 
If a < A[Nh], recursively search for a in A[O ... 1'vh - 1 ], else if a < A[.l\J2], recursively search for a 
in A[.l\!!1 ... M2 - 1], else recursively search for a in A[M2 ... n- 1]. This is called the ternary search 
algorithm. Write the recurrence for the nmning time of this algorithm. 

(e) What is the number of comparisons made by the ternary search algorithn1 of Part (d) in the worst case? 

(t) Prove or disprove: The minimum value of a max-heap must be found in a leaf node. (Assume that the 
values stored in the heap are distinct from one another.) 
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2. You are given a 'max-heap of n elements in the contiguous array representation. Your task is to cre~te. a 
binary tree storing the same heap in the standard pointer-based ,representation; Write a 8(n )-time function 
to perform this task;. ( 6) 
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3., You are given an array A of 'fl non-zero floating-point numbers a0 , at,.a2 , ... , an-1. Let f be the product 
of all the elements of A, that is, P = aoa 1 a2 · · · an_1, and bi = P /ai = ao · · · ai-lai+ 1 • · • an-1 for 
i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n- 1. You wa11t to compute· an array B storing b0 , b1 , b2 , .•• , bn-~· You are writing 

_ the code for a mobile phone whose proG~ssor is so primitiv~ that floating-point division operations are not 
pen11itted. You ~re also not allowed to use any math library call(like pow (A [i], -1) ). Write an O(nlog n)
time algorithm for solving the p~oblem assuming that addition, subtraction, multiplication, comparison 
and assignment are the only allowed operations (on integers and floatir1g-point .numbers). Deduce that 
the running time of your algorithm is O(n.log_n). (6) 
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4. A bipartite graph is a (simple) undirected graph ·o = (V, E.) whose vertex ~et V can be partitibned in two 
disjoint subsets vl and V2 such that v = vl u v2' no two vertices in vl are connected by an .edge, and no 
two vertices in V2 are co~ected by an edge. You are given a connected bipartit~ graph (V, E), b~fthe sets 
V1 and V2 an~ not supplied to you. Design an .efficient algorithm to compute "Vi ~nd 112. Deduce the running 
time of your algorithm. Also prove the correctness of your algoritlun, {10) 
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For rough work and leftover answers 
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